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Historians of seventeenth-century England  have  always acknowledged  their debt  to

Samuel Rawson Gardiner and his eighteen-volume nanative history of 1603-1656

is still régarded as indispensable reading for all serious students of early Stuart

politics: Modern labourers in the  Chaotic  world of later fifteenth-century England,
by .contrast, have  too often tended either to ignore or  even  denigrate the

achievements of SR. Gardiner’s  Victorian  contemporary James Gairdner.‘
Ricardians, in  particular, have  been inclined to paés over most of  Gairdner’s  work

(for .instance, the splendid 376  page  introduction to his  six-volume  edition of the
Paston Letters  and his impressive legacy as ah editor of and commentator on

manuscripts) in order to focus critically on his alleged defects as  a  historian  —  as

shown most graphically, so they argue, in his  hostile  biography of Richard III.

Here; for instance, is the colourful Sir Clements Markham in his 1906  eulogy of
Richard  111: His  Life  and  Character: _

Mr  Ga'u'dner is  the.  most  formidable  enemy of the memory of the gallant
young kin'g [Richard III] that  has yet  appeared, because he is, bbyond

comparison, the best informed  author  that  has  ever  treated this  part  of
history...  [Yet] he produces  a  monster which would be impossible

anywhere ...‘ 4
My generation of fifteenth-century historians, whenever the urge to find  a  purple passage

comes over us, instinctively turns  to the works of Paul Murray Kendall, and he certainly

sparkles here.  Gairdner’s  Life  and  Reign  of Richard III,  declared Kendall, in his  1955

biography of the  king:
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.. reveals an historian of great eminence, integrity and industry
desperately wrestling in  public  to reconcile the opposing forces of his

scholarly conscientiousness and his emotional predispositions. Gairdner
attempts  to make use of all the new  fifteenth century source  material
opened  up by the researches of the  nineteenth century and still to maintain
the essential validity of the Tudor myth. It is  a rather  painful spectacle —  a
great historian  beginning with  a  closed tradition instead of an open mind.3

Jeremy Potter, at the time chairman of the Richard III  Society, was  even  more
scathing in 1983, condemning Gairdner for ‘lending 'the great weight of his
scholarship to the absurd end of rehabilitating Shakespeare as  a  historical  source’;
while Peter Hammond, another eminent Ricardian, was equally critjgal of  him, in

1993, for allowing Richard III virtually no motives  that  were not malign.‘ Even
historians less sympathetic to Richard III than Markham, Kendall, Potter and
Hammond have tended to be, at  best, lukewarm in  their  enthusiasm for James
Gaitdnet: A.R. Myers, for instance, while praising Gairdner’s scholarship and
skills as an editor, nevertheless criticised his undue reliance on Tudor tradition
when it came to the last Plantagenet  king; while Charles Ross, similarly,
commended Gairdner as ‘a formidable and prolific scholar’ yet regretted his
‘excessive reliance on the value of tradition’.5 As for scholars of nineteenth-century

historians themselves,  they have  tended  to ignore Gairdner completely: there is no
mention of him, for instance, in Sir Charles Oman’s On the  Writing of History,
J.W. Burrow’s  A Liberal  Descent:  Victorian  Historians  and the  English  Past  or

J.P.  Kenyon’s  The  History Men.“ Even G.P.  Gooch,  whose  1913  study of  History
and  Historians  in the  Nineteenth Century has never  been  surpassed for
thoroughness of coverage, has only a single reference to Gairdner (albeit  a  positive
one).7 Yet Gairdner’s conclusions on Richard  III, in particular, profoundly
influenced the work of eminent contemporaries such as Sir James  Ramsay and, as
A.J. Pollard has recently suggested, continue to find distinct echoes in the
judgements of JR. Lander, Charle's Ross and Rosemary Horrox.“ Surely, therefore,

a more positive and extended appraisal of James Gairdner’s contribution to later
fifteenth-century historical studies is long overdue.

Born in Edinburgh on 22 March 1828, James Gairdner’s private education did not
lead him to university: both his degrees were honorary, granted very late  in  life  in
tardy recognition of his services to scholarship and history, by Edinburgh
University (in 1897) and Oxford (in 1910). Indeed, his distinguished career as
archivist, editor and historian had distinctly inauspicious beginnings  when, in 1846
at the age of eighteen, he  became a mere clerk in the recently established Public
Record Office.9 Many years later, he recalled his decade or so as a records clerk
without enthusiasm, particularly the lack of provision of any signifiéant historical
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training. Not until 1857 did his career  take  a  turn for the  better  when he became
assistant to  1.8.  Brewer, newly appointed editor of pérhaps the Record Office’s
biggest  project  to  date:  publication of a multi-volume calendar of  Letters  and
Papers  of the  Reign  of Henry VIII.  To  ‘this  association with Mr Brewer’, Gairdner
recalled latgr, ‘I  feel  I owe all my historical training’. Promotion to Assistant
Keeper at the Public  Record Office  came in 1859 and, following Brewer’s death in
1879, Gairdner  became chief  editor of the  Letters  and  Papers Henry VIII.  '°

Few, if any, historians can  equal  Gairdner as  a  prolific editor of records or
-  match the degree of  skill  and judgement he brought to the  task.  Moreover, it was

clearly a  labour of love, originating in the firm conviction formed during his early
years  at the Record Office  that  ‘the records of the realm  ought  to be  better  utilised

[for] the purpose of historical  research’.” When there were good records available,

Gairdner’s enthusiasm  knew  no bounds, as in his judgement on Harleian

Manuscript  433’s value  for Richard  III’s  reign: ‘Of no  other  king have we so ,
. minute  a  record’, he declared, providing as it does not only evidence of what

Richard did but also  ‘the  motives by which he is  supposed  to have governed'. As
for Gairdner’s own  careful  assessment of records, just one  example  will  have  to

suffice.  After rendering in full  a  letter (concerning the threat  posed  by Perkin
Warbeck) sent by Henry VII from Kcnilworth to Sir Gilbert  Talbot  (in  a  year not
specified), he remarked:

Ihave  been at  some  pains to ascertain the  exact  year  in which it was

written, and by an examination of the wardrobe  accounts of Henry VII in
the Record Office  I  find  that  the king was in Kenilworth on Saturday, the
20th  July, in the eighth  year  of his  reign, that  is to  say,  in the  year  1493.
By the  same evidence, joined with  that  of his privy purse  expenses, I am
justified  in saying'that he was not at Kenilworth on the  20th  July, in  1494
or  1495, the only other  years  when this letter  could  possibly have  been  -
written  ...”

Perhaps James Gairdner’s  most  enduring achievement, at any rate as far as
historians of the Wars of the  Roses  era are concerned, is his edition (or, rather,

editions) of the Paston letters and papers..When preparing his first edition (which'

appeared, in three volumes, between  1872  and 1875), Gairdner did not  have  access

to many of the original manuscripts  and, in consequence, had to rely more than he
would have ideally liked on Sir John Fenn's late eighteenth-century edition.
Nevertheless, he  soon became  convinced of  'the  accuracy of  most  of Fenn's

Hanscripts (if not his chronology!) and, as more and  moge  of the original letters and
papers  came  to light after 1875, his judgement was confirmed. By the time he
began  preparing a new Library edition  (published  in  1904  in six volumes), he was
able  to include  much  material not  available  in the early 1870s, and this, therefore,

is the definitive edition."
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Gairdner certainly regarded the  Paston  Letters as  a  splendidly rich quarry for
social history: indeed, occasionally, he  waxed  almost lyrical when discussing their
social  content.  On the level of education in mid-fifteenth century England, for
instance, he commented:

it  must  be remembered  that  the majority of  these  letters were not
written by members of the  Paston  family, but  were  only addressed to

them; and  they show that  friends, neighbours, lords, commoners, and

domestic  servants  possessed the art of writing, as well as the  Pastons
themselves. No person of any rank or station in society above  mere
labouring men seems to  have  been wholly illiterate. All could write
letters  [and] most persons could express themselves in writing with  ease ‘
and fluency.

Even so (and here Gairdner cannot resist  a  gentle  dig at education in his own time):
Our ancestors forgot the fact —- as we  too, in  this  age of enforced
schooling, are too apt to leave it out of  account  — that  the  most  important
part  of education, good  or bad, must  inevitably be  that  which  a  child
receives at home.

Considering present  day historians’ new  found  enthusiasm for the  subject, it is
interesting, too, that  Gairdner particularly chose  to highlight the civilising
influence of  chivalry in gentry circles. Reading chivalric  books, he declared:

formed part of the recreations of  country gentlemen. They contained,
doubtless, the  fund  of  ideas which fathers  communicated to their children
around the winter  fire.  And the children were  better  qualified to

appreciate  them  by an education  which  was entirely founded upon  the
principles  of chivalry.

And here is perhaps my favourite passage from Gairdner’s final  judgement  on the
Paston letters, surely the whimsical reflection of  a  man who was nothing if not a
workaholic:

the general plan of daily life pursued by our ancestors  was, it  must  be
owned, more wholesome  than that  of the  nineteenth  century. It is wéll

known that they were early risers. Innumerable  patent  kinds of  artificial
light did not  tempt them  to  waste  the natural hours of rest either in  study
or in  dissipation.  Their meals too were earlier. Their dinner was at noon,
if not before; and  after  dinner, in the long summer  days, it was customary
to  take some  additional  repose.

Certainly, Gairdner held  firm  views on the Pastons themselves. Judge William
Paston (who died in  1444),  for instance, deserved commendation  both  for  ‘the
honourable name conferred on him as  a judge’ and  ‘the  general confidence  felt  in
his  integrity’; John  Paston  I (who died in 1466), although  a  man ‘of  business
habits and of little  humour’, nevertheless possessed  ‘elastic spirits’, a ‘thorough
knowledge of the  world’ and could not easily be ‘conquered by any difficulties
or overwhelmed by misfortune’; as for Margaret  Paston, John’s  ‘most  devoted
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wife’, her letters show her to  have  been  a  woman  ‘not  only of great force of
character but of truly affectionate  nature’. Perhaps inevitably, since he himself
was so thor0ughly imbued with  Victorian  values of probity and the virtues of
hard work, Gairdner had distinct reservations  about  Sir John Paston (John Paston

II, who died in  1479),  describing him,  indeed, as  ‘thriftless,  extravagant
and irresolute', and  ‘not  the man to succeed either in money matters or in

anything else'."
What distinguishes the  Paston  correspondence from other fifteenth-century

letter  collections, of course, is its richness as  a  source for  political  history during
the Wars of the  Roses.  Perhaps, indeed, the  Paston  letters and papers helped
reinforce  Gairdner’s  own interest in later fifteenth-century English politics, only
too evident in two volumes be edited for the Camden  Society in 18'Z6 and 1880:
Historical Collections  of a Citizen  of London  and  Three Fifteenth  Century

Chronicles.  '5 In the preface to  Three  Fifteenth  Century Chronicles,  Gairdner
explained how he came to  take  on the task:

Some  years  ago,  while  engaged  On my edition of the  Paston  Letters,  I
was  anx1ous  to  examine  as far as  possxble  every orlginal  source  0f

information for the reigns of  Henry VI and Edward IV;  and,  having found

some unedited matter relating to  those  reigns in two M88 in the  Lambeth
Library, Irecommended them to the Council of the Camden  Society for
publication. My proposal was at  once  agreed to; but in the  meantime,  a
more interesting MS  having presented itself relating to the  same  period,
the work was  kept back  to  make  way for The  Historical Collections  of a
London Citizen, which  appeared in 1876.  Ihave,  however,  steadily kept
in View the fulfilment of my original promise to the  Society .  .  .

Moreover, in the introduction to  Collections  of a London Citizen,  he encapsulated
his approach in  a  single sentence:

In editing this  volume it has  been  my general aim to preserve the  text  as
nearly as possible as it  stands  in the  MS."

Certainly, in  both volumes,  there is  ample  evidence of Gairdner’s skill as an editor:
for instance he demonstrated  that, although  the London skinner William Gregory
probably was the author of the nanative of  ‘Gregory’s Chronicle’ from 19 Henry
VI to 30 Henry VI, the  1452-1469  continuation  was‘the  Work of  another;  he

established  that  the  ‘Shoxt  English Chronicle’ was, in reality, three  shon  chronicles
written or transcribed consecutively by the same pen; and he suggested,

convincingly, that  the  ‘Brief Latin Chronicle’ was a strictly contemporary record
for the  1460s  at least.” Gairdner’s  readiness  both  to praise and criticise chronicles

is no less evident: for instance, he pointed out that the  ‘Brief  Notes’ printed in
Three Fifteenth Century Chronicles  (actually a  short chronicle), representing, as
they probably do, ‘the first  intelligence of  a  number of occunences’ as reponed at
the monastery of Ely early in Edward  IV’s  reign, contain  many errors yet also
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throw up new information  (not  least concerning the Earl of Oxford’s conspiracy in
1462); the ‘Short English Chronicle' constitutes ‘an original and independent
authority’ for the period 1450 to  1464;  and the post-1452 continuation of
‘Gregory’s  Chronicle’,  although ‘a little  confused’ on the battle of Blore Heath in
1459, supplies  a  valuable  account  of Margaret of  Anjou’s  doings following
Northampton in  1460, a  striking analysis of relations between Edward IV and
Henry Beaufort Duke of Somerset in  1463, and, by describing Henry VI’s  capture
in Lancashire in 1465, ‘helps, perhaps, supply a missing link  in the  story of the

unhappy king’s  adventures’.”
How, then, did James Gairdner view Henry VI, Edward IV and the Wars of the

Roses? He certainly had little  time  for England’s third Lancastrian monarch since,

despite possessing a  ‘pious, humane and Christian character’ and  a  ‘well-
intentioned’ disposition, Henry VI proved himself ‘a weak-minded king who was
continually in the hands of others’l9 Nor was Gairdner impressed by Henry’s
administration in the  1440s  and 1450s. Indeed, it was misgovernment  that
provoked  Cade’s  rebellion in 1450 when:

. not  only [did] all the  gentry of  Kent  follow  [Cade’s] standard but

even  the  king’s  own followers  told  him plainly that, unless execution
were  done upon  the traitors  [around  him] who  were  so unpopular, they
too would desert to the  captain.

As for Richard of York, who was anything but an extreme  man, ‘he protested by

every loyal means  against  misgovemment, and  exhausted  every form of  pcaceable
remonstrance, before he advanced his title to the throne’.20 Gairdner, in  fact, had a
lot of  time  for Richard of York: for instance, while York was protector in 1454, he

believed England ‘at last had the blessing of real government, able and vigorous,
but at the same time  moderate’;  when York became  protecto’r  once  more, in

November 1455, the ‘business of the nation was again  placed  on something like a
stable and satisfactory footing’;  and, for Gairdner, Wakefield, at the end of 1460,
was  a ‘disastrous battle’, not  least  since Richard of York was slain in the field. The
Wars of the Roses were certainly none  of York's making: on the eve of  Ludford  in
1459, for instance, he and his fellow lords did ‘all  that  was in their power  [to]
induce the king to think more favourably of their intentions’ and their stance
throughout pre-battle  negotiations was ‘strictly defensive'; the ‘dcplorable

condition of England’, following the Yorkist rout there, convinced the  Papal
nuncio Francesco Coppini [and James Gairdner, seemingly!] that ‘peace  was
impossible, so long as the lords most fit to govern were banished and  proclaimed
rebels by the queen and her favourites’; and as for the sequence of events leading
up to the Act of Accord, ‘never, perhaps, was  a  high course of action more strongly
suggested by the results of  past experience’.  For Gairdner, there was no  doubt
where the blame for civil war lay:
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At no  time  in England’s  history was there  a  stronger  feeling of the

needful subordination of the different  pa_rts of  society to  each  other; but
under  a  king incapable of  governing, this  feeling bred  a  curse and not a
blessing. The  great  lords, who should  have  preserved order  under  the
king, fell out  among themselves, and in  spite  of the  fervid loyalty of the

age, the greatest subject  became  a kingmaker."

James Gairdner’s admiration for Richard of York did not  extend  to his son Edward
IV.  Indeed, not only did civil war remain ‘quite continuous' during the early part of
the new  king’s  reign  but:

.. within the  space  of ten  years  Edward IV had almost succeeded in
convincing the world  that  he was no more capable of governing England

than  the rival  whom  he had deposed. Never did  a  gambler  throw  away a
fortune with  more  reckles_sness  than  Edward threw  away the  advantages
which had  cost him and his friends so  much  hard  fighting to secure.

Then, in  1471  and after, the house of York irresponsibly:
.. abused their triumph, became  intolerant of rivals, and imbrued their

hands  in the blood of  brinces.  Hardened by degnes  in  acts  of  cruelty and
pcrfidy, they grew faithless even  to  each  other. Clarence rebelled  against  his

brother Edward, and, though  forgiven, was finally put to  death  by Edward’s
order. The  court was  split  up into  factions. The old nobility were  jealous of
the queen and her relations. It was  a  world  which,  as Edward foresaw

before  his  death,  was not likely to hold  together  very long after him.22

So there we  are!
In 1878, a  fateful  year as far as his  future  reputation was concerned, James

Gairdner published the first edition of his  biography of Richard 111. It was not the
first time he had passed  judgement  on Richard of York’s  youngest  son', nor was it
to be the last. Indeed, the history of Gairdner’s evolving critique of Richard HI is
almost as interesting as its final  outcome  (the second edition of his biography,
published in 1898). As  a young man, he admitted in the preface to the first edition
in 1878, Horace Walpole’ s  Historic Doubts  on the  Life  and  Reign  of Richard  III
(published  m 1768):

.exercised  upon  me, in a very strong degree, the  influence which  I
perceive they have  had on  many other minds. I  began  to doubt whether

Richard III was  a  tyrant  at all.

Indeed, he declared:
I feel quite ashamed to  think  how  I mused  over  this  subject  long ago,
wasting a  great deal  of  time, ink and  paper, in fruitless efforts‘ to  satisfy

even  my own  mind that  traditional black was real historical white, or at

worst a kind of  grey.”

In the introduction to the first volume of his  Letters  and  Papers  of the  Reigns  of

Richard  III and  Henry VII (published in 1861), certainly, Gairdner was not
especially hostile  to the Icing, desiring, rather, ‘to  avoid  as far as possible making
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statements [about Richard  III] the truth of which is open to controversy’.” By 1863
(when the second volume appeared) his attitude had hardened considerably,
perhaps, as A.R. Myers suggested in  1968, because ‘a deeply felt  conversion to
Anglo-Catholicism’ had  brought  with it ‘a  great  respect for tradition’. Much
‘curious  argument and research  have  been employed by ablé  writers to  bespeak a
more charitable judgement of Richard  III’, Gairdner now declared (in 1863), but:

.. it is easier to  cast  doubts  on  a  number of separate  facts than  to  weave
anew  the web of history. The  testimony to  Richard’s  crimes is  scanty but
so is the testimony to other occurrences of the period.”

By the time he penned the preface to his 1878 biography,  a  furthér  fifteen  years of
research had only served to confirm, and reinforce, his  1863  stance on Richard III:

I  must  record my impression  that  a  minute study of the facts of Richard’s
life has tended more and more to convince me of the general fidelity of
the portrait with which we  have been  made  familiar  by Shakespeare and
Sir Thomas More.“5

In 1891, Clements  Markham  delivered  himself  of a highly favourable verdict on
Richard III." Gairdner was no less robust in response. Systematically refuting
Markham’s  arguments, and reasserting his own  belief that ‘Richard’s  character was
[indeed] a very black  one’, he concluded.

.Ithink  Ihave  sufficiently proved that  to  whitewash  Richard III' 15 an
utterly hopeless  task. 1‘

Nevertheless, in the revised edition of his biography published in  1898, Gairdner
did  take  into account the  arguments  advanced by Markham 1n 1891 (even if, again,
he ended up rejecting most of them).

For Ricardians and, indeed, many twentieth- -century historians less
sympathetic to Richard III, James  Gairdner’ s apparent willingness to  take  on board
a  great deal of Tudor tradition about the last  Yorkist  cannot but seriously erode
confidence in his analysis of the king’s character, life and' reign. As early as  1927,
in  fact,  his  former  colleague and collaborator Robert Brodie remarked:

Gairdner’s power as  a  historian lies in describing the course of  events, for
the elucidation of which he marshals, with patient logic and in clear and

vigorous  style, his contemporary authorities In treating of  characters
and motives he is less convincing, and to  some  readers  seems  to let  a

natural  bias  in  favour  of constituted  authority influence his judgement of
documentary evidence. ‘9

And, particularly 1n the preface to the first edition of his biography of Richard III,
Gairdner did prove notably outspoken  on the subj¢ct of tradition and its validity:

The attempt to discard tradition in the examination of original sources of
history is, in  fact, like the  anempt  to learn an  unknown language  without
a teacher. We lose the  benefit  of  a  living interpreter, who  [might] save us
from innumerable  mistakes  if we followed his advice in the first place.
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Similarly, at the beginning of the biography proper, he declared:
The scantiness of contemporary evidences and the prejudices of original
authorities  may be  admitted  as reasons for  doubting isolated facts, but can
hardly be  expected  to  weaken  the conviction — derived from
Shakespeare and tradition as  much  as from  anything else  —  that  Richard
was indeed cruel and unnatural  beyond  the ordinary measure  even  of
those violent and ferocious times,” '

The critical  question  is: how seriously should we take James Gairdner’s  hostages  to
fortune as far as Tudor tradition on Richard III is concerned?  Not, perhaps, as

literally as  have many twentieth-century historians of the king. Even Gairdner
himself  had reservations about Tudor portrayals.  ‘The  prevailing notion of Richard
111’, he declared at one point in his biography; is:

.. of  a  cold,  deeply politic, scheming and calculating villain. But  I
confess I am not  satisfied  of the justice of  _such a  View. Not only Richard,
but all his family, appear to me to  have  been  headstrong and  reckless  as  -
to consequences.

When rejecting the notion of Richard of Gloucester’ s  responsibility for the death of

Clarence In  1478, he remarked significantly:
Evegyone knows  that  this is the View  taken  by Shakespeare, whose

judgement  on any point  it is certainly impossible to ignore,  [but]  the
colouring could not but be heightened to  satisfy the exigencies of

dramatic art.

And, similarly, while believing that  Sir  Thomas  More's story of the murder of the
Princes in the Tower  ‘must  bear  some  resemblance' to the  truth’,  he added the
imponant  rider  that: ~

.. it is by no  means  necessary to suppose More's narrative — though  it
appeared  to him the  most  credible  account  he had heard  —  absolutely

correct in all its  details,  especially in  those  which  he  mentions  as  mere
reports.

Nevertheless, Gairdner clearly did give considerable credence to at  least  early
Tudor  tradition, and with  justification  in his View:

.  it  must  be remembered  that,  although comparatively few
contemporary evidences  exist  to  show  the impression  made  by [events

such as the disappearance of the Prinées in the Tower]  upon  the public
mind, yet the facts were alluded to long afterwards,  even  in the reign of
Henry VIII, when  they were not  a  whit older  than  our own recollection of
such  things as the  repeal  of the com laws, the great  exhibition  in  Hyde
park, or the  Crimean  war. 3'

Perhaps indeed, as Alison Hanham has speculated,  w’hat  Gairdner was really-
grappling with here is much the same sort of problem as confronts the oral

historian in our own time: how to balance  ‘living tradition’ and  ‘written  authority',

and, particularly, the  vexed  question of how. far “oral tradition’ might  be shaped, or
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even changed, by those  who eventually came to record it.32
Regrettably, James Gairdner had no knowledge of the  only strictly

contemporary narrative of Richard  III’s  usurpation (Dominic Mancini), although, if

he had, it might well  have  served to reinforce rather than detract from his cautious

confidence in early Tudor tradition. Nor was the account of the  king’s  usurpation

and reign in the  Great  Chronicle  of London  — probably penned by an eyewitness

of many public  events  in London in the  mid-14805  — available to him. The best

narrative  source  at his disposal, in  fact, was the  Second Continuation  of the

Crowland  Chronicle, as he very well knew: its author, ‘one  of Edward  IV’s  council‘

and  a  well-informed histodan', he considered  both  ‘moderate and well-affected to

the House of  York’.  Hardly surprisingly, then, he often gave pride of place to what

this ‘well-informed  contemporary’ of Richard III had to say .when reconstructing,

analysing and trying to  explain  the  king’s  behaviour and actions. When, perforce,

he had (as he saw it) to draw heavily on early Tudor sources, he approached  them
rather more critically than  is generally realised. Polydore Vergil, for instance, he

recognised as both  a  hostile source for Richard III and  ‘the  earliest authority‘ on

the pre-1485 career of Henry VII.”3 As for Sir  Thomas  More's  History of King

Richard III, he recognised  both  its  value  and limitations. For  a  start, after early

doubts, he became convinced  that  More was indeed the author of the work that

now bears his name, firmly rejecting any notion of its having come  from the pen of

Cardinal John  Morton.  Even so, he believed the  History can, in  a  sense, rank as a

contemporary work, since, although  only a small boy at the time of Richard  IlI’s
usurpation, Sir  Thomas  More's:

.. information was unquestionably derived from very competent

witnesses [of  whom  Morton was the chief].  That  his narrative is

prejudiced is  true;  but it is  a  fact which, rightly estimated, by no  means
diminishes its value.

Specifically, by way of example, Gairdner considered  that  More can be  taken

seriously on the  events  surrounding the arrest and execution of William  Lord

Hastings  on 13 June 1483 (of which Morton was, in_ part  at least, an eyewitness)

and, even, as broadly reliable  about  conversations  between  Morton and

Buckingham on the eve of the  latter’s  rebellion in October 1483. Yet, on the other

hand, Gairdner rejected, as ‘certajnly derived  from  prejudiced  sources’, More's

claim  that  Gloucester was scheming to  seize  the throne  even  before 29 April 1483;

considered  that, when writing of events following Edward  IV’s death, he ‘does all

he can to  extenuate  the conduct of the Woodvilles’; and pointed out  that  More was

simply wrong in supposing that  Rivers and Grey were executed on the same day as

Hastings met his end.M As for later Tudor chrohiclers  —  Edward Hall, Richard

Grafton and Raphael Holinshed — Gairdner was well aware  that they copied  from

Polydore Vergil (in Hall's  case) and from each  other; he rarely accepted  even
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Hall’s  version of  events  unless corroborated by earlier sources; and, when he  cited

Shakespeare’s  Richard III, it was because the dramatist so graphically embodied

Tudor tradition (not as  a  primary source for the  king’s life  and reign). And, of

course, when writing of politics and government in the mid-1480s, Gairdner

demonstrated  a  knowledge of the public records second to none in the later

nineteenth century (particularly the as yet unpublished  Patent  Rolls and Harleian

Manuscript 433).
Certainly, then, to dismiss James Gairdner’s biography of Richard III out of

hand as a  slavish  reworking of Tudor tradition is a nonsense. Of course, Gairdner

was prone, from  time  to  time, to employ notably colourful phraseology. The king,

for instance, was variously characterised as prepared to  ‘make  use of every

available  prejudice, calumny and scandal to advance his own pretensions', as  a

‘hypocrite in  many things’, as  ‘cruel  and unnatural’, as a  ‘tyrant’, and_ even  as  ‘not
the kind of villain Machiavelli would have  commended’.” As for the nature of his

rule, the  ‘three  short  months  of violence and terror which compose the reign of

Edward the  Fifth’, punctuated as  they were by ‘acts  of tyranny and violence’,

culminated in  a positive  ‘reign of  terror’ once  Richard made his bid for, and

obtained, the throne.“6 Perhaps  the  litmus test  of Richard  III’s  character, for

Gairdner, was his responsibility (or otherwise) for five murders: Edward of

Lancaster, Henry VI, Clarence and, of course, the Prinbes in the Tower. Strangely

enough, Gairdner believed Edward of Lancaster probably did lose his  life  at

Rict of Gloucester’s hands, although  he certainly did not regard the case for

Gloucester’s  butchering Prince  Edward after Tewkesbury in  1471  as watertight:
The  story may be doubted, as resting on very slender testimony, and  that
not strictly contemporary; nevertheless, it  cannot  safely be pronounced

apocryphal.

In the end, he concluded  that  it is  ‘not  at all improbable  that  [Richard of

Gloucester] was  a  murderer at nineteen’, since  although  it is  possible  that:
the circumstances of the  case were preserved only by tradition, till the

days  of Polydore Vergil and of Hall the Chronicler, [they] are not on  that

account unworthy of credit.”

On Henry VI's death, Gairdner gave no credence to the  Arrival  ’3 story of the king

dying ‘of pure displeasure and melancholy’, but nor was he convinced by Tudor

tradition regarding Gloucester’s role, considering that:
an after age may have been  a  little  unjust to Richard in throwing upon

him the sole responsibility of  acts  in which  others  perhaps participated,

and in  which  he  certainly had the full support and  concurrence of his

brother Edward  [IV].

On Clarence's  death  in  1478, Gairdner brought in  a  firm acquittal:

The  king [Edward IV] took  the whole responsibility for the act.

Gloucester had not yet lifted up his  hand  against his own  flesh  and blood.”
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As for the fate of the Princes in the Tower, while admitting ‘there have  been
writers in modern days who  have  shown plausible grounds for doubting that  the
murders really took  place’, Gairdner nevertheless concluded  that ‘the  day has gone
by when it was possible to doubt the evidence of at  least [Richard  III’s] principal
crime’. Even on this, however, Gairdner was more cautious than he is  often  given

credit for: he admitted that Rict  III’s  responsibility for the murders  ‘rests  upon
the authority of only a very few original authorities’ and, although he believed Sir

Thomas More's  account  ‘must bear some resemblance to the  truth’, be found
‘certain details’ in  More’s  story ‘difficult to  accept  as  credible’. Indeed,  what
seems to  have  clinched the matter for Gairdner were the  bones found  buried in the
Tower of London during Charles lI’s reign.”

When revisiting the murder of the Princes in 1891, in response to Clements
Markham’s case for Henry VII’s  culpability, James Gairdner declared  that  since:

I  generally like to  think  the  best  I can  even  of  a  villain (especially
when he can do me no harm), I  have  thought  it possible  that there  were

some  flitting lights to be  detected  here and  there  in [Richard  III’s] acts
and  even  in his motives.‘10

In  fact, G_airdner’s biography of Richard III contains  a  great many positive
judgements on the king’s behaviour and policies, both before  and  after  he seized
the throne. For  a  start, the full-blown Tudor hunchback found no favour with him:

rather, he believed, Richard  III’s  bodily deformity, ‘though  perceptible, was
probably not conspicuous’, and certainly did not prevent him exhibiting ‘great
bravery on the field of  battle’;  he demonstrated great fidelity to Edward IV during
the crisis of  1469-1471, played  a  major role at Barnet and, at Tewkesbury,
‘displayed a  capacity for generalship that could hardly be expected in one so'
young’; his conduct in opposing peace with Louis XI in 1475 was both creditable
in itself and contributed to his popularity at  home; and  ‘the good  rule of Glo’ucester
on the borders [was] remembered long after  his day as  a  very model of  efficiency’.
Until April 1483, moreover, he showed himself  ‘the  zealous champion of his
brother’s rights’, not least in leading a  ‘remarkably successful’ campaign into
Scotland in 1482. When Richard became protector, ‘no apprehensions disturbed
the public mind’: indeed, ‘a reign of peace and prosperity was believed to have

begun'.  Even his usurpation of the throne was an  event  ‘in which the  nation, at
first, tacitly concurred’, and Gairdner certainly did not dismiss out of hand the
possible truth of Edward  IV’s  precontracted marriage to Eleanor Butler.  Once  king,
moreover, Richard III:

seems really to  have  studied his  country’s welfare;  he passed good
laws, endeavoured to put an end to extortion, declined the free  gifts
offered to him by several  towns, and declared he would rather  have  the

hearts of his subjects than their money.
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Yet  their  hearts were  just what  he  lost,  not least as  a  result of his  ‘greatest  crime’

(the  murder of the Princes), until in  August  1485, the battle of Bosworth brought
the ‘final measure of his punishment’ ."

Most  Victorian  historians clearly found  1485  a  highly satisfactory turning-
point in  English  history: William  Stubbs,  for instance, believed that the  battle  of

Bésworth, even if not  ‘the  distinct end of an old period’, certainly marked  ‘the
distinct beginning of  a  new  one’; while, as far as John Richard Green was

concerned, ‘the  accession of Henry the  Seventh  ended the long bloodshed of the
civil  wars’.  James Gairdner, in  similar  vein, declared  that:

The Middle Ages, as far as England was concerned may be said to  have
passed  away with  Richard III There was now  a  strong anxiety to heal

old sores, to reunite rival families, to see an end of bloodshed. And no

one was better  fitted  for the work  than  the  conqueror of  Bosworth."

Early on in his career, however, Gairdner had encountered  a  major  problem  when
editing his  Memorials  of Henry VII for the Rolls Series in 1858: the scantiness of
contemporary narrative sources for the first  Tudor’s  reign. Worse still, the only

writers  of’note  were foreigners: the Frenchman Bernard André (who came to

England with Henry VII), Roger Machado (another Frenchman who became a

royal herald early in the reign) and the Italian Polydore  Vergil  (who arrived at the

king’s  court shortly after the turn of the century). Of English narratives known to

Gairdner, Robert Fabyan provides only meagre information, he noted despairingly.

while Edward Hall mo're often than not simply translated and adapted what he

found in  Polydore Vergil.  The  Great  Chronicle  of London, containing as it does  a
rather more substantial  account  of Henry VII’s  reign, was not yet available.

Bernard André’s  Life  of Henry VII, together with his lesser known  Annals  of Henry
VII, certainly occupy a  considerable portion of the  Memorials  volume. Moreover,

despite its laudatory style, Gairdner considered the  Life,  at  least, a  source of great
value. Indeed, he declared:

As  a  strictly contemporary record of the  days  of Henry VII,  the historical
writings  of Bernard  André  may be said to stand alone.

Otherwise, the only other substantial  source in  Memorials  consists of  a  series of
reports written by Roger Machado, mainly providing detailed descriptions of the

doings of various embassies on which he served." No doubt it was partly to help
remedy the defects of narrative sources for Henry VII that Gairdner edited his two
volume of  Letters  and  Papers Richard  III and  Henry VII for the Rolls Series in
1861 and 1863: most of the  content  is post-1485 record material, in fact, derived
from  a  number of repositories including the Public Record  Office,  the British
Museum and the  College  of Arms. Not until 1889 did Gairdner seriously return to
Henry VII, when he published  a  short biography of the king in Macmillan’s  Twelve
English Statesmen  series. More interestingly, perhaps, when preparing the new
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edition of his Richard III biography in the  18905, he very considerably enlarged a

concluding section on Perkin Warbeck.“

Tudor tradition and its  validity had much occupied James Gairdner’s  attention
when working on Richard III; when it  came  to Henry VII, Sir Francis  Bacon’s

History of the  Reign  of King Henry VII (first published in  1622) presented not

altogether  dissimilar problems. Gairdner certainly had great respect for  Bacon’s
influential analysis yet, when reconstructing the.story of Perkin Warbeck’s

adventures, he also came to the firm conclusion  that  Bacon ‘considerably
misinterprets in some things the scanty records on which he founds his  narrative’ of

Warbeck’s  rebellion" On Henry VII  himself  and his achievements, Gairdner brought

in  a  largely positive  verdict. Following the  upheavals  of the Wars of the Roses, he

believed, Henry was  ‘the  very king of whom England  then appeared  to stand in need,

pre-eminently fitted to command the respect if not the  affections  of his  subjects’;
indeed, ‘with a  perfect knowledge of the difficulties of his  position’ in  1485:

he immediately on his accession proceeded to  take those means  which

would  most  effectively strengthen  himself and repair the shattered  vessel

of the state.“6

Fortunately, now  ‘the  tyrant was  moved’, England  ‘lay at  Henry’s  feet’ and there

was no other serious rival ‘to contest the crown with  him’; in his  early years the

king showed ‘remarkable skill and patience’ in confronting the problems he  faced;
and his ‘politic  rule’ eventually brought ‘the blessings of domestic  peace’ that  were

to  make  the Tudor century so different from the era of Lancaster and York.‘7 As  a

‘politician  above  all things’ and ‘a lover of peace at all  times’, moreover, Henry

VII’s  security on the  throne  was further advanced by his energetic pursuit of well-

thought  out  objectives  in foreign policy, his  intimate  knowledge of international

affairs and his employment of highly skilled envoys and negotiators? ‘Trained in

the school of adversity’, declared Gairdner, he was:
not  rash  and violent like the kings who preceded  him, but  prudent  in

his counsels and moderate in his dealings Rebellion was  expiated,  for

the most  part,  not with bloodshed but  with money; offences were dealt

with  as debts to the  crown.  By this means the  king’s  treasure  was

augmented, and the royal  authority was strengthened.

Henry VII  spoke  French  fluently and possessed a competent knowledge of  Latin;
the ‘energy with which he  attended  to business’ was unflagging, he  ‘checked  his

accounts with his own hand and governed the  people  by this  cashbook’, and  ‘even

the legislation of the reign  must  be regarded as in large measure due to Henry

himself’; and, far from being ‘severe  and uncongenial’, there are several

indications of ‘a kindly, pleasant, affable  and even humorous  disposition’.

Unfortunately, in his later  years, ‘as he  felt himself  more secure in his  seat, he

yielded to viler influences and became unpopular in consequence}:19
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During the 1890s James Gairdner’s interests began to focus more and  more  op
the early sixteenth century. Perhaps this was the result of so many years working
on the letters and papers of Henry VIII’s  reign. Following J.S. Brewer’s death in
1879, Gairdner  became  chief editor of the series and, over the  next  thirty years,

saw no fewer than seventeen volumes (in twenty-four parts) through  to
publication.” R.H. Brodie, who worked with Gairdner on the last eight  volumes,

remembered, after  the  death  of his ‘friend and  teacher’, how Gairdner had  done

‘the  spade-work of the first edition [of Volume 1] and subsequently, as Mr

Brewer’s assistant and successor, saw the whole series of twenty-one volumes

prepared and  printed’; while William  Hunt, another close  associate  of Gajrdner in

his  last  years, believed his  late  colleague’s ‘prominent  share’ in the project entifled  '

him ‘to be remembered with lasting gratitude by all students of English history’.’l
James Gairdner, in  fact, remained prolific to the end: he was  a  regular contributor
to the  English Historical  Review  from its inéeption until the y_ear of his  death; he
read two papers to the Royal Historical Society, in  1899  and  1907; he had  a  chapter

in each of the first two volumes of the  Cambridge Modern  History, published in
1902  and  1903; and be contributed no fewer  than  seventy-seven  biographies of

fifteenth  and sixteenth-century figures to the  Dictionary of National  Biography.“2

Although he retired from his  post  as Assistant Keeper of the Public Records in

1893, his  must  have been an almost permanent presence in the Public Record
Office for many years afterwards. Perhéps intimations of an anticipated

immortality, however, help explain  why, at the turn of the century, he plunged

himself into English Reformation  studies.  The first product of this, in 1902, was his

History of the  English Church  from  the  Accession  of Henry VIII  to the  Death  of

Mary 1509-1558.  Then, at the age of  seventy-seven, he began work on one of the
most ambitious projects of his entire life:  a  history of  Lollardy and the  Reformation

in  England.  By the  time  of his  death  (at the age of eighty-four) on  4  November
1912, three substantial volumes (carrying the story down  to the death of Edward
VI) had appeared, and the manuscript of  a  fourth  volume  was almost  complete;
moreover, he had continued working right  to the end, despite growing frailty and
rapidly deteriorating eyesight.5-1

A  few weeks after James Gairdner’s death Archdeacon Cunningham, President of
the Royal Historical Society, declared, in his presidential address of 20 February

1913:
During the  past  year thé Society has sustained one loss  that  overshadows

all  others.  It is not for me to  attempt  to  appréciate  the  value  of the
substantial contributions to the published  sources  of English history to

which Mr James Gairdner  devoted  himself so  assiduously; I can  only
attempt  to' express the feeling which  many of us here  must share  on the
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loss of our friend. I well remember the  intense  interest  with  which  I  read
his  Life  of Richard  III  when  it was first  published  in  1878, and the
pleasure which I felt  many years  after in coming into contact with  a  man
whom I  admired so  much.

Gairdner’s younger contemporary and close associate William  Hunt  was no less
generous in tribute to ‘an extraordinarily diligent  scholar’ who  ‘set  down  what he
found in his authorities with  a  fidelity as complete as  that  with which he calendared
State  Papers’; moreover, his ‘perpetual diligence’ was  ‘simply the outcome of his
love  of historical study’. More recent scholars, too, have  recognised the importance
of  Gairdner’s  legacy as archivist and manuscript editor (even if  not, always, as
historian): A.R. Myers, for instance, judged him  ‘one  of the  most  respected
authorities’ on the  fifteenth  century of his time, ‘a  scholar  who spent all his
working life in the Public Record  Office  and was deeply versed in the documents
of the period’; while Charles Ross remarked  particularly on his ‘unflagging
industry’ and ‘impressive work as an editor’. Even Ricardians, however
reluctantly, have felt  moved to commend him as  a  scholar (if not as an interpreter
of Richard III!): Sir Clements Markham. Gairdner’s  most  uncompromising
sparring partner, freely admitted that  his opponent brought great learning and
critical insight to his  labours, and Jeremy Potter, too, could not  fault  his deep
erudition or the lucidity with which he presented his  arguments.“ This  paper has
endeavoured not only to highlight James Gairdner’s archival and editorial
achievements but  also  raise his profile as  a  historian.  Of course, he had neither the
penetrating intellect of Williams  Stubbs  nor the  flair  for historical writing that  was
John Richard Green’s  foné; moreover, his philosophy of history, insofar  as he had
one, mainly reflected his long Public Record' Office  career, his years of editing
records, letters and chronicles, and, perhaps, a  respect for tradition  born  of an
innate personal conservatism. Nevertheless, our debt to  him, as students of
fifteenth-century England, is enormous: his death in  1912  did, indeed, remove a

colossus of  Victorian  historians.
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Richard  III,  pp.  xi-xii.  I. No wonder Ricardians  have latched onto  such passages so avidly: PM. Kendall,
for instance, professed  himself astounded at the  'grotesque position  Gairdner is led to adopt by his
dependence on tradition'; I. Potter  remarked  that  Gairdner,  by adopting the role of  ‘Richard's latest
character assassin‘, proved that  ‘meticulousness in the  excavatiofi  and mnrshnlling of  facts affords  no
assurance  against  eccentricity of judgement'; and P. Hammond has  deplored  the fact  that  a  book  ‘written
with all the knowledge gathered through a deep study of the  subject’ could  still  display ‘a belief in the
truth of the picture  received  from More and  Shakespeare':  Kendall,  Richard III,  p. 431;  Potter,  Good
King Richard?.  pp. 21 l, 215;  Hammond,  ‘Reputation of Richard  III',  p.  I44.

Richard  "I, pp. 124, 33-4, 119, 123, and ‘Did  Henry VI! Murder the  Princes?'.  p. 460.

A. Hanham, Richard  III and his  Early Historians  1485-1535, Oxford  I975, p. 116.

Richard in, pp. 12, 95, 144, 61,  142.

Lelters  and  Papers  Richard  III and  Henry VI],  vol.  2, pp.  xviii-xxi,  and  Richard  III,  pp. 68, 64-5,  108.  49,
53, 67. For strong reservations  about the extent to which Morton  was.  in fact, More’s  prime  infommnt,

see  Hanham. Richard  III and his  Early Historians,  p.  162.

Richard  III,  pp. 88. 247, l, and  Letters  and  Papers Richard  III and  Henry VI].  vol.  2, pp. xv,  xvii.

lbid, vol.  1, p.  xvii,  and  Richard  II],  pp. 72, 78.

Ibid.,  pp. 12-14. When writing of  this. Gairdner  did  supply a  panicularly unfortunate hostage to  fonune
(p.  13): ‘...  if the  murder  of  Prince  Edward was in any degree attributable to [Richard], it was  doubtless
the  first  of  a  long catalogue of  crimes,  each of  whi_ch rests  by itself  on  slender  testimony enough, though
any one of  them,  being admitted,  lends  greater credit to the  others'. Even  in l878,  however,  Gairdner
admitted that Richard of  Gloucester  ought not to  bear  full  responsibility for  Edward  of  Lancaster’s  death,
since  he  was. after  all,  an accessory; by 1891, he was inclined to accept John Warkwonh’s story that
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Edward  was  ‘slain  on the  field' crying for  succour  to Clarence;  nevertheless.  he still fingered  Gl_oucesler

as  slayer  on the grounds that no  meaner  person  would  have taken the  responsibility of killing the  prince:

‘Did Henry VII  murder  the  Princes?',  p.  448.

Richard  III,  pp. [6-18,  36-7.  Gairdner did point  out,  though. that  Gloucester benefited  from  Clarence's

death, and cited his obtaining licences  to found religious  establishments  at  Barnard Castle  and

Middleham  just three days  after his  brother's demise  as  evidence  that ‘Richard was not yet even  a

hardened criminal’.

Ibid.,  pp.  119-127.

‘Did  Henry VII  murder  the  Princes?‘ p.  444.

Richard  III,  pp. 253, 6, ll. 28, 42, 45.  I74,  57. 96. 92.  247,  130.

W.  Stubbs,  Constitutional  History of England,  vol.  3, Oxford 1878, p.  240;  JR. Green.  A  Short  History

aflhe English  People,  London 1874, p. 301;  Richard  III,  p.  257.

J. Gairdner, ed.,  Memorials  of King Henry VII,  Rolls Series  l858,  especially p.  viii.

.  I. Gairdner,  Henry VII,  London 1889, and ‘The  Story of  Perkin  Warbeck from Original Documents’, in

Richard  III,  2nd edn, [898, pp.  26l-335.

lbid.,  p.  263.  For good  measure,  Gairdner  also penned criticisrfis  of what both  Bernard  André and

Polydore  Vergil  have  to  offer  on the Warbeck  affair.

Letters  and  Papers Richard  III and  Henry VII,  vol.  2, p.  xxviii,  and  Memorials  of Henry VII,  p.  xxviii.  7_

Henry VII.  pp. 30,  102,  and  Letters  and  Papers Richard  III and  Henry VII,  vol.  1, p.  xiii.

Henry VII.  pp.  180.  209,  214.

Leners  and  Papers Richard  III and  Henry VII,  vol.  2, pp.  xxviii-xxix,  and  Henry VII,  pp. 208-17.

Letters  and  Papers Henry VIII,  vols.  5-2l,  [880-1910.  Gairdner also  edited the  prefaces Brewer  had

written for  volumes  1-4. and published  them  as The  Reign  of Henry VIII  from  his  Accession  to the  Death

of Wolsey,  2  vols..  London  1884.  He himself, of  course,  wrote  learned  and detailed  introductions  to the

volumes  he  edited,  and William  Stubbs,  for  one,  was  impressed:  ‘Mr  Gnirdner,  who has  succeeded  to Mr

Brewer's position,  is giving us annual instalments of the  history of  Henry VIII, full of extraordinary

revelations’: W. Stubbs,  Leclurex  on the  Study of Medieval  and  Modem  History,  Oxford  1887.  p.  433.

RH.  Brodie,  ed.,  Letters  and  Papers Henry VIII,  vol.  1, part 1, 2nd  edn,  1920, p. vii; W. Hunt,  preface  to

Lollardy and the  Refammn‘on, vol.  4,  p.vi.  In his  Report  for l893, Deputy Keeper  Sir Henry Maxwell

Lyle  particularly highlighted Gairdner's  work  on the  documents  of  Henry VlII's  reign, and commended

the fact that, although no longer on the permanent staff of the  Record  Office,  Gairdner  had agreed to

continu_e  as  editor  (with Brodie’s assistance): Cantwell,  Public  Record  Oflice.  p.  322.

W. Hunt, preface to  Lollardy and the  Refannation.  vol.  4, p.  vii.  Gairdner's many publications  in his

latter  years included:  Studies  in  English  History,  London 188l,  collected papers  by James Gairdner  and

James  Spedding;  ‘Mary and Anne Boleyn',  EHR,  vol.  8 (1893);  "The  Age of Anne Boleyn’,  EHR,  vol.  10

(1895); ‘The  Spousells  of the  Princess  Mary’,  Camden Miscellany,  vol.  9 (1895); ‘The Battle of

Bosworth',  Archaeologia,  vol.  55 (1896);  ‘New  Lights on the  Divorce  of Henry VIII',  EHR,  vol.  11

(1896); ‘The Death of  Wolsey',  TRl-IS,  2nd  series, vol.  13 (1899);  ‘Bishop Hooper's Visitation  of

Gloucester,  1551‘.  EHR,  vol.  19 (1904); ‘The Burning of Brighton in the Reign of Henry VIII',  TRHS,

3rd  series, vol.  1  (1907). '

Lallardy and the  Reformation  in  England,  4  vols, London I908—l9l3. Gairdner's friend  William  Hunt

completed  volume  4 and wrote an appreciation of him by way of  preface.  Twelve  years  earlier,  in 1900.

Gairdner  had been awarded the CD in recognition of his editorial  work  on the  Henry VIII  volumes;  in

1910, as  John  Cantwell  puts  it, the ’83  year  old Gairdner,  whose experience  went  back  to the  18405,  quite

stole the  show  [when giving evidence to the Royal  Commission  on the  Public Records] with a masterly

account of the  office  as it was and the  progress  that had been  made’;  and it was only in July 1912 that

Gairdner finally resigned the  editorship of  Letters  and  Papers Henry VIII:  Cantwell.  Public Record

Ofice,  pp. 377,  365,  378.  RH.  Brodie, who now  assumed sole  editorial responsibility, commented, in the
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introduction to  a  new edition of  Letters  and  Papers  Henry VIII.  vol.  I, p.  vii: ‘Most  of the  manuscript  of
the  present edition  was  seen  and  approved  by him.  but only about  a  hundred  pages  had  been passed  for
press  when failing eyesight compelled him to resign his  responsibility for the  work’.

W. Cunningham.  Presidential Address  to the Royal  Historical  Society,  TRHS,  3rd series,  vol.  7  (l9l3),  p.
2; W. Hunt,  preface  to  Lallardy and the  Refammtion,  vol.  4, pp. vi, viii-ix; Myers. ‘Richard III and
Historical  Tradition’. p.  I98; Ross.  Richard  III.  p. 1; Markham,  Richard  II],  pp. 300-30];  Potter.  Goad
King Richard?,  [3.  214.
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